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OperatlngModel Conversiono. Design work has started on the eonversian at the quarter 
scale aperatlng madel to abtain the tull 16 kilogauss tieldstrength. This change 
necessitates the reductian af' the aperture ta 3 x 12 inches. the installatian ot pale 
pleees D and the replacement at the air cooled cailS with water caaled cails. The 
installation at threetlywheel generatars already abtainedtram War SUrplus is alsa 
required. With these changes and the installation.at.the 4 Mev injector linear ac
celerator mentianed above D the instrument shauld praduce pratans .. ot 1 Bev energy • 

. 2 .• 184""inehCyclatran Operatian UNCLASSIFIED 

The cyclatron was used tar research purposes ninety-three percent at the 483 
hours that the crew was an duty • 

• A carban brush ta bypass the radia=trequency current araund the ratary candenser 
support ball bearings was tried. This did nat work satistactarily and the, ald maly
bdenum type brushes were reinstalledo 

3." 60 .... inch,Cyclatron Operation, UNCLASSIFIED 

The 60=inch cyclatran has not been in aperatian during the majar part ot the 
period due ta the burning out at the east.dee stem liner. The instrument is under
gaing major repairs and remodeling. 

40 Synchrotran Operation UNCLASSIFIED 

. The injectar with a slot in the ground shielding in the back appears ta be a 
promising device f'ar increasing. the' machine aut put • Several experiments were made 
on the best pasitian and width af thi.s slot 0 The best perf'armance ta date has given 
an increase in autput ot appraximately tive tinies. the previaus best perf'armanceo 

The synchratran has been dis=assembled in arderta pertarm several repair 
jabs and ta replace temparary eqUipment. The tallawing list at items covers most 
af the revisians and repairs which will be campleted when operation isresUl1led: 

1. Installatlan of' additianal magnet~winding clamps ta prevent motian at the. 
cable. 

2. Replacement at campensating cails with heavier gauge wire o 

3. Installation af' remotely cantralled tlux bar reactars~ 
4. Installatlanat "nt! cail adjustments.in central raam. 
50 Installatian at a beam integrating meter in cantral room. 
6. Replacement at diftusian pumps with stitter structure ta reduce vibratian. 
7 •.. Removal of'the "nn cail lead terminal block trom the beam path. 
8. Inspectian ot the vacuum chamber tor insulating patches. 
9. Installation ot b.1as coil covers and reversing switCh. 

10. Size ot the tuses i~ compensating circuits increased. 
11. Incorporation ot patch panel arid time delay controls in control desk. 
12. Instal\lation ot more adequate insulation o?- tie balts and the lacation and 

repair of tie balt graunds. 
13. Ipstallation ot butyl rubber segment connectors.' 
140 Removal at the high valtage bleeder tram the capacitar room. 
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150 Redesign of the door signal pickup to prevent the possibility of high 
voltage reaching the control desk in case of insulation failure. 

16. Inst.allation of a blower to cool the injector segment. 

50' Linear Accelerator.and.Van de Graaff.Operat10n UNCLASSIFIED 

Because the ele'ctricians have had considerable work to do in the linear . 
accelerator bombardment area~ the mactline has been run only at night. The beam was 

. 1 

measured and is up by a factor of .10 over the previous beam values 0 It is e:lq>ected 
that more than this will be obtained,~hen the duty cycle of the radars is doubled 
,~d the .. Van de Graaff ion. sou;rce opening increased. 

Facilities were installed for letting equipment down to dry nitrogen from 
the Van de Graaff supply instead of air~ The ptimpdown time for experiments should 
be 'greatly decreased by' this. , 

The refrigerator to,b.e put in the Van de Graati' will be installed in about 
two weeks andt,his is expected to.give better operation,w1th.,less x-ray background. 
A buncher cl3.vity is being readied also D although it is not planned for immediate 

·installation. This will increa$e the beam by insuring that the protons arrive in 
the proper pha~efora.cceleration in. the 'linear accelerator tank. 

6o, .. Experimental Physics RESTRICTED 

Film Program 0 A study is n.ow \in progress to ,find the relative number of negative ..., 
mesonscrea~ed by protons of various,Emergieso: The energies were obtained by plac
ing the target~ at different radii in lthelS4:""inCh. cyclotron.' 'The study is limited 
:t0star-proCl~ci~g mesons with energ~e~ of app:rloxlmately 2-6 Mev emitted w1thin± 45° 
of the forward direction, from a 1/32,::"inch,carbon targeto."Eastman.type NTB Plates 

,,\",". ;:. . .' 

were used to record the mesons. ~., 
f ~": '. • 

Prel:iminary data is given 1ntb,e table. Column 1 gives' the energy of the 
bombarding p].'otons; coluinn 2~ the num~ers of mesonsactua~lycounted; and colUmn 3,' 
the nuinber~ 9+ .ql~If'I0ns relative to the!nUinber at 340 Mev, gorrected for beam current, 
plateth1Ckness, 'and 'area scannedo ' , 

,13eam _Energy,,(Mev) 

340 
306 
272 
238 

.204 
170 

NO.6 of Mesons" Corre.cted Relat i ve Yield 

22, 100 percent 
41 43 percent 
22 27 percent 

5 5 percent 
2 1 percent 
o 0 percent 

Plates have been successfully exposed to .the deflected protonbeam~ ~d data 
arl3 now being qompiled on the 8.IlgI,l1ar distr1butionfromapproximately 150 to 1650 and 
the. energy distribution ,up to 150 Mev of mesons,produced in a ,carbon target. Prelimi
nary results at 9Q<:\"with meson of _approximately 50 Mev energyp show a ratio of 
1T,7" to i+ of lo~o . 
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Cloud Chamber. Cloud chambers have been operated in the neutron'beam and the de
flected proton beam of the 1.84-inch cyclotron as well as in the x=ray beam of the 
synchrotron. Pictures of mesons have been obtained in the neutron.beam. Various 
kinds of collimation have been·tried in the deflected proton beam. 

Magnetic Energy Discrimination Method. Further experiments to determine the energy 
distribution of the high energy neutron beam produced by protons accelerated in the 
l84=inch cyclotron have been made p using the magnetio method of energy discrimina
tion. In addition, some general'investigations of this 'method have been undertaken 
in order to determine the feasability of using it to measure angle and energy distribu
tions of particles produced in various nuclei bombarded w1th270 Mev neutrons. 

HlghEnergyPhotons Produced.by Bombarding Nuclei with.100 Mev Particles. Investiga
tions of the high energy quanta emitted'by the cyclotron target have been continued 
using 1800 and 900 pair counters with a resolution'of .2 p that is the width of each 
energy interval is about 02 of the mean energy. The energy range of the quanta 
investigated extends from. 30 Mev . to 200 Mev. 

The most that can be said about· the origin of quanta produced.by 350 Mev 
protons is .. as follows: they are not heavy particle bremstrahlungg and they are not 
d.ue to nuclearexcitat10n. The results are consistent with the existence of some 
intermediate particle formed in a ~ energy nucleon=nucleon collision p which then 
decays with the emiSSion of at least. one quantum. The intermediate particle could 
be for example either a neutral meson of mass 300=400 electron masses g or an excited 
nucleon. Some preliminary investigations of the relative yield of these quanta as 
a :function'of proton energy have been" made. ' 

Measurement .. of. Total Cross. Sections .. of . NucleL to.r. 40 Mev Neutrons. Measurements ot 
the total cross sections of nuclei are being made using. the '40 Mev. neutron beam' 
produced in the l84=inchcyclotron by: the stripping. of 90 Mev deuterons in a 1/2 
lnchthickBe.target. The method ot.detection is .. that .. used .. by.Cookg McMillan, 
Peterson and Sewell in making 'similar measurements. tor .90.Mevneutrons. The neutron 
intenSity 1s determined bycountingthe.20 min Cll ~ositron activity resulting from 
the C{n p 2n) reaction in carbon discs. The threshold for this reaction is about 20 
Mev. 'The average' energy detected is 40 :t 2 Mev; . 

90 Mev Neutron Differential- Scattering. Cross Sect ionso During this period it was 
felt desirable to bring this program to a reasonable conclusion as soon as possible 
at its present status with the completion of a report of the experimental results. 
What might be considered the final experiment in this program was completed in April, 
and consisted in a redetermination of total cross sections by means of the recoil 
proton proportional counters, and a full report is in progress • 

. Mass spectrograph. An emission voltage 'meter and a separate meter for the trap cur
rent have. been added. Switching Circuits have been built for each recorder with 
nine different outputs for greater.flexibility. A new sample system has been designed 
and installed~ but not tested~ using a 10 liter r.eservoir and a leak which is No001" 

. diameter. With about 20 microns sample pressure there should be molecular flow only. 

A sample of deuteri~.was run. The results showed the presence of about 5 
percent atomic.bydrogen. 'fhis will be repeated with greater accuracy when the new 
sample system 1s operating. 
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Total Cross Sections ,for 270.Mev NeutroJ;lso , Measurements of nuclear total cross 
sections for 270 Mev neutrons with bismuth-fission counters were continued 0 In 

" particular the cross sections of hydrogen and. deuterium were deterlllinedo The deuter
ium cross section was 0059 ± 0003 barns and the hydrogen cross section Was ,,0039 .t. .002 
barns v which agreed with the previous measurement of .,037'; -o002.barli~0 The elements 
measured from deuterium to tin"have total cross sections, at 270 Mev which are all 
pra~tically. 575 times their values, at '95 Mev. 

The second draft of the report of .,the 95 Mev cross section work is practically 
completed 0 

Neutron""proton Sc,atter1ngo Several, experimental runs h~ve been made during the 
month and a curve obtained for the angular distribution of the scattered protons. 
It remains to evaluate the correction due to nuclear absorption in the absorber which 
is placed. in front of the counters g the total hydrogen cross section p and the energy 
distribution of the primary neutrons. 

70 Theoretical PhysiCS UNCLASSIFIED 

In a study of neutron=proton scattering it has been shown that an exponential 
well gives a smaller cross section than a YUkawa well» and that most of the discrepancy 
between the observed and calculated total cross section is thus removed. Possible 

.long range t8:ils are being investigated" 

At the moment it does not seem possible to fit the proton-proton scattering 
results with scattering.bY.a, potential. More accurate experimental results are being 
awaited. Calculations are also in progress on the scattering of protons and neutrons 
on deuteronso 

No explanation has been found for the large negative-positive ratio of synchro
tron produqed mesons o A ratio of three 1s expected for proton produced mesons. 
Oalculations of the ~=ray spectrum expected from neutral meson decay are in progress. 

8. Ohemistry CONFIDENTIAL / 

Part A 

Relat1,on oi',.Decay __ Energyto.'Ele.ctronCapture __ Halt""Lifeo , The available data for 
isotopes heavier than lead have been examined with regard to decay energies and half'
lives for orbital.",electron capture. In sixteen cases it is possible to deduce total 
decay,ener~ies from cycles of .the type: 

229 229 
90Th . (; K· 91Pa 

1 a 1 a 
eeaa?25 sgAc225 

~(pa?2~) =.,Ea (pa2,?9').+ Erecoil (pa??~).= Ea (Th2Z9) 

~Er(T~229'J" - EI3 (Ra225 ) 

~(pa229) = 005 Mev 
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In some cases recourse was made to energies for alpha decay estimated from 
the alpha systematics. The observed half-lives were corrected as well as possible 
f.or the effects of alpha. decay branchingp to give the half-life for. the electron 
capture process. 

A plot of half-life against total decay energy for these data shows surpris
ing regularity. Eleven cases of odd-even and even-odd isotopes fall reasonably well 
on a smooth ©urve. These isotopes in most cases have little or no observed hard 
gamma radiation p and it may be that many of these transitions are between the ground 
stateso Five cases of odd=odd isotopes have longer lifetime for corresponding 
energyp and form a second higher curve. Some of these transitions involve more 
gamma radiation D and the decay energy in each case for the principal mode of decay 
is not kno~no 

If one plots on logarithmic scales the half-lives vs. decay energies less 
the K binding energyp the data for the odd-even and even-odd cases approximate a 
straight line of slope corresponding to about fourth power dependence of half-life 
on energy. 

For equal decay energye electron capture seems to be slower than beta decay 
for heavy isotopes. 

No electron ca~ data of this type ere available for' even-even nuclei. 

Excitation. Curves ,for High,. Energy. Transmutations. Experiments are in progress to 
determine excitation curves for reactions with high energy particles using a stacked 
foil technique and the'electrostatically deflected beam in the 184-inch cyclotron. 
A measurements has been made on, the,.reaction,Th2~2('PD6n) Pa227 • It shows a thres-

,hold at N50 Mev and a rather sharp ,maximum at 90 Mev p contrary to earlier crude 
experiments in which the sharp maximum was not observed. The sharp maximum indicates 
that the 'compound 'nucleus me~hanism is still important in this kind of reaction. 

NEllut,ron,DeficientAstatine, Isotopes. A number of astatine'isotopes lighter than 
210 have been known for some time! but no precise mass assignments were ,known. Recent 
measurements{)f .the~ratios ofP0 2u8, P0 209 p and P0 2l0 formed by decay of astatine 
samples purified at various intervals subsequent to a bombardment give approximate 
values fo!' the,half""livesof,A.t?()?andAt?O~'l Taking the At 210 half-life as 8.5 
hours as an internal standard to correct for chemical losse.s p ' that of At209 is 
3,:!:,2.hour:s,and of At208 is 60 5 ± 0 0 5 hours. 

A consequence of this result is'thatp except for the unlikely event of a 
long lived isomerp there is probably no isotope of astatine with half-life greater 
than 8.5 hours. untiLnowp At209 was the best chance for a long-lived astatine. 

It also seems likely thatp like prometheum and technetiume astatine has no 
beta stable" isotqpes. The only remaining. pos.s.ibilities p ' At21~,p . At?lo, and At2l7» 
are est~mated to be heavier than neighboring isobars p but by small amounts which are 
not outside'experimental erroro" 

Metastable,.,Isomer of RaE 0 A long-lived.bismuth,.alpha~emitter .. (.5<>O Mev) was found 
some time ago in a sample of bismuth which had undergone prolonged neutron irradia
tiono Recently a better sample of it was isolated and milked f.or thallium. A four
minute beta activity was foundo. If.thisis 4 ... minute Th206 p the long-lived alpha 
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emitter is an is.omer .. of. Bi.210 (RaE) p excttedby about 002 Mev. SUch an isomer is 
unstable with respect to four processes: alpha emission p beta. decay to P0 210, 
isomer.ictransitionto RaE D and electron capture ,to RaDo 

The assignment of the 4 ... minute thallium to 206 rather than 204 has been 
confirmed recently by neutron irradiation. in the Clinton pile of samples enriched 

.in.T1293 and T1205 respectivelyo There remains of course a pOSsibility of an 
undetected. isomer of T1204 with' similar half-:-lifeo 

Evidence .. for B1205 • Periodic millcing of oismuth 'from a mixture of polonium isotopes 
has shown that 6~day bismuth activity is formed at a rate corresponding to a parent 
of hal:f'=life approximately 1=4 hours mixed with the 9-day P0 206 which is already 
known to decay to. 6.04 day Bi206 ,o This half-life agrees well with the l'o5-hour 
electron capture activity which has been assigned to P0 205 by yield arguments. Thus 
it is concluded that Bi20~ haS.a half..,11fe of. about .6 days. It has long been known 
that Bi206 must be very short» very long» or nearly 604 days to escape detection in 
other experiments." 

Crystal. Structure. of ,Mo3Sio The "crystal structure of MO&'i has been determined from 
powder diffraction patterns. The lattice is cubic, with a o = 4.888 ! 0.002 and 
40901 :t 00002 for two different . samples. In both cases other phases were presents 
and it is not know~ ,what dimension 'corresponds -to the ideal. composition. The 
structure is like.~ft~gsten» with two silicon atoms and six molybdenum atoms to 
each cubic, celL The isomQrJ;>hous.compounds cr3Si.:and V3Si were already known. 

Chemistry UNCLASSIFIED 

.Part B 

Synthetic and Ex~rimental. Chemistry. The preparation of low specific activity 
.lacticacid-l=cl~hasbeencompleted. Approximately 65 percent yield based on ~02 
was obtained .after one recrystallization of the zinc. lactate. Another high act i vi ty 
preparation of codeine",methoxy-C14 has been undertaken to prepare material for. 
distribution ... b.ythe .. Isotopes Division. of .the.AtomicEnergy Commission. 

The synthesis of isopropyl bromide by the reaction of labeled methyl magnesium 
iodide with acetaldehyde has been carried out on a low specific.activity.runo The 
yield. of isopropyL alcohoLbased on C02 was 57 percent and of isopropyl bromide was 
42 percent 0 Work has continued on new teChniques for the reduction of carboxyl 
acids using lithium aluminum hydride .. 

Cold runs for the preparation of carboxyl-labeled isobutyriC acid and iso
valeric acid have been. completed. with. yields. based on C02 of 95 percent and 97 per
cents respec.tively. In addition, the study of the preparation of the following 
~oIllpounds . is ~co.nt inuing! alan1ne",,3.,:oC~4. , .. 1eucine..,a"",cl4. 9 . leuc ine~~""cl4. rvaline .. a-c14 , 

. isobutyl br.omide=1=c14» oxalacet ic acid""methylene=Cl 4.». fumariC ac id-C 4» dl-malic acid
C149" dl~succ1nic acid~14p pyruvic,.acid.,..C14» Demerol"!"N'T-'methyl,,-C14» glucose=1=C14 and 
mannose=l=C14o 

, 
The·mechaniSIll.of the Tiffeneau ring expansion is being studied with cyclo

heptanone and cyclohexanone~ In additionp it i~ planned p if yields are satisfactory, 
to use these compounds as possible intezmediates in the syntheSiS of ring-labeled 
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aromatic compounds. 

Counting experiments using a commercial flow-gas counter and a count~ gas 
mixture composed of helium (commercial grade) saturated with ethanol at 00 C and 
dried with. Drierite have been performedo The results thus far look very satis
factoryo The results are better using this gas than th13 argon=butane mixture sup
plied with this commercial countero 

Biological Chemistry. The ~.!!!!? ax:ch~e (£ 1m'ium carbone:te EIld carbon dioxide is being sfuiied 
in mice by intravenous injection or inhalation. of labeled barium carbonate 0 In both 
cases most of the radioactivity is. exhaled .as carbon .dioxideo In the animals al-
ready studied v during the first eight to twelve hour period 45-95 percent 61' the 
given ·dose is observed in the br.eatho .An interesting conclusion, is that barium 
carbonate aCCidentally taken into the blood stream or the lungs will exchange carbon 
and become inactive and thus eliminate the danger of localized radiation. 

In the study of the overall body metabolic picture for stilbamidine labeled' 
in the amidinecarbon atom~ mice have now been injected and. autopsied at two, four, 
six p ten and twenty-four hour per:iods and four and thirty""dayperiodso The results 
of the autopsies have not yet been completely assembled. 

~ 

Work has continued on the study of the rate of metabolic oxidation of 
propionate.,.,1-C14 to carbon dioxidawith in vitro Warburg tissue slice experimentso 
It has been found that in four hours approximately 30 percent of the propionate is 
oxidized to c1402 and some 65 percent of the activity remains as propionateo The 
identity of the 5 percent of the radioactivity in the form of non-volatile compounds 
is being studied. . 

In the study of the. rate in mice of oxidation to C1402 of simple labeled 
organic compounds two additional compounds p glucose and sodium butyrate p have been 
analyzsdo . 

Photosynthetic'Chemistryo In the investigation of respiration and photosynthesis 
the relation of algae to barl,ey has been studied for comparison "with our kinetic ' 
experiments on'barleyo The same" general reactions are found in barley as in the 
algas 0 Radiograms 'have been obtained' from the followingexperiI!lent.s: (1) 50 minute 
dark c14oa.fixat.ions; (2).30. second photosynthes1sin 014;02; (3) 30 second' photo
synthesis-;;,>2minute. dark 'in C02.,.,free. air;, (4) 30 second photosynthesis=2 minute light 
in C02'o"f'reea,1r; . (5) 30 secolid £hotoSynthesis .. 4o .. minute dark in q02-free air; and 
(6) 2 minute dark· f'ixationofC 402 by barley preilluminated in pure nitrogen •. 

'. .... 

Resolution of the hexose monophosphate~inorganic phosphate fractions obtained 
from previous ion exchange resin separations is being . investigated. A number of 
chromatographic solvents as well as different resin=eluting conditions have been 
tried in order to separate these compounds. 

Chemistry 

Part C Project 48B SECRET 

Metals,. and. High Temperature Thermodynamicso Work 1s in progress on the following 
problems. 
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10 Refractory studies., SECRET 
20 
3 0 

Thermodynamics of eN and Nzo 
Absorption coefficients of CN and C2" 

4" Th0rmody~amics of molybdenum halides and oxides" 
c: 
vo Thermod~mamics of gaseous aluminum oxides 0 

6" Low melting metal systems o 

70 
, 

St1~ucture of solids and gas=solid surface interactions 0 

8 0 Design of decontamination processes for high temperature power piles,,, 

Basic Chemistryo Solvent Extraction" The following problems ,are under investigatioXlo 

10 1'he exchange of iodine atoms between iodate ion and iodine. 
20 The chelate complex of lanthanum with TTA" 

Ore Reduction" The following subjects are being investi.gated" 

.1
0 

2" 

3 0 

Solvent extraction using chelate process o 

The dropping Hg electrode is being used to investigate phosphate complexing 
of UIII as ground work for a method of determining the oxidation state of 
uranium" ~ 
The construction of a photomuitipHer is nearing completiong to be used in 
fluorimetric determination of micro amo)lnts of uranium. A Photovolt Model 
512 Fluo1"imetel~ is being calibrated for use in conjunction with this work" 

9 0 Medical Physics 
Part A UnCLASSIFIED 

Tra£er·_~"tl1diel? " Preliminary tracer studies on carrie1"=free selenium have been 
ini tiated 0 ':1'hese studies show that part of this radio=element is lost in the expired 
A:l~", ,lio1i"J"e'ler.., the . primary route of excretion is urinaryo There are no decided 
a:renJ3 of' specific localization in the body of' the selenium which was retained one day 
'after intramuscular ad..ministration o The studies on carrier=freepraseodymium ha've 
.been completed as well as the correlated studies involving complexing agents IJ 

praseodymium carrier and neodymium carriero 

Decontamination Studies o An experiment has been set up in which massive decontaminant 
doses (40 mg o Zr) of zirconium citrate tagged with freshly separated Zr95 were' .. 
administered to rats by intraperitoneal injection simultaneously with .carrier=free c

• 

y90 0 The animals "Were sacrificed after 24 hours D and the distribution!) bone uptake· 
and excretion are bei11&; determined" The two isotopes will be distinguished in the 
same animals by differences in ha1f=life ~y90 = 60 hrs 09 Zr95 = 65 days)o. By de= 
termining how closely the metabolism of Y 0 parallels that of the carrier Zr!J it is 
hoped to obtain some estimate as to hovif much the therapeutic action of Zr is due to 
a ilcarrierii: e.ffacto 

In bone metabolism studies the administration of pure growth hormone to 
phosphorus deficient rats was found to increase the severity of therickets~ and to 
reduce cO!lsider~bly the uptake of radiostrontium iIi the bones of these animals o 

Radioauto~raphic Studi~~~ Radioautographic studies with praseodymium in bones and 
plutonium in scar tissue have not been completed a.s ye"to Experiments are continuing 
using bony tissue mounted on lJTB plates" . The staining oj the gelatine continues to 
be a major problem() 
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Further experiments on the uptake ot strontium in the costochondral junction 
of rachitic and control rats are in the process of being set up. 

Radiochemistry 0 200 microcuries of carrier-free Se75 were separated from a deuteron 
bombarded arsenic target using 'a previously described method." A method has been 
developed for the separation of carrier-tree Ta182 trom alpha bombarded hafnium. 
The Ta activity was found to carry on Mn02 in 10 N EN030 

Additional data has been obtained on the distribution of At2ll in the rat. ~e 
results agree with previously reported data o 

Carrier~tree' Zn65_is being separated from a copper target using a dithizone 
extraction method 0 A method is being worked out for the separation of carrier-free 
Mn54 and C0 56 from a deuteron bombarded iron target. 

Several solutions of Cb95 have been prepared for injection. 

Medical Physics UNCLASSIFIED 

Part B 

The' hazard of inhaled barium radiocarbonate dust ~articles has been reviewed 
recently. Particular concern has been manifest for the hazard in our own laboratory. 
The prepared carbonate preCipitates are heated to drive off structural water and this 
process produces a desirable state of slow exchange with atmospheric carbon dioxide. 
This reduced exchangeability of the barium carbonate due to heating 'might render it 
an inert compound in the body 'so that if fixed to any site it might stay indefinitely 
accumulating with time detr~ental levels of tissue irradiation. Our first experiments 
have been the intravenous inject ion of suspensions of barium. radiocarbonate (heated) 0 

Much of this course suspenSion is trapped in the, lungs. The rest is apparently 
pha,gocytized by the liver and spleen. Eighty percent of the radiocarbon is eliminated 
in 8 hours indicating a rapid biologicai exchange.rate. However, the physiological 
situation of these particles is not quite the same as dust particles which might be 
inhaled into the deep passages of the lungs and fixed in the lung tissue by phagocytic 

.cellso Therefore» we are in progress of trying the additional experiments of in
sufflating barium carbonate into the lung. 

It is likelYD howeverg from these preliminary. results that barium carbonate in 
any cont:act with body cells will undergo exch~ge of carbonate whether it had been 
heated or not and that the hazard of·minute dUst particles of radiocarbonate is not 
enhanced by indefinite insitu retention. 

100 Health Physic~ and Chemistry UNCLASSIFIED 

studieso Work is progressing on measuring 'the spatial distribution. and energy spectrum 
of the slowed down neutrons in the concrete shielding surrounding the cyclotrono Neu
tron tlux above 20 Mev'as detj9rminedby the C12(ng2n)Cll reaction was found to decrease 
by 1/2 in 1 foot of shielding which is the .same decrease that 1s approached by the 
thermal and Indium resonance neutronso Wor~ is.being done to give more data on the 
energy spectrumo ' 

In addition to the routine monitoring and decontaminating service and the dis
posal of active waste product~the,Health Chemistry Group completed'and installed three 
gloved boxes and have two special boxes about 50 percent complete. Preparations have 
also peen made for the handling of a speCiaL sample from Hanford. 

LMa/5-27=49 
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SUMMARy OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
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UCRL 361 

UNCLASSIFIED 

1" Development of ion sources for carbon and oxygen i'on beams. 

Plans are being developed during the present major over.ba.ul for 
continued activity in this field. 

20 General studies aimed at increasing power out.puto (Eogo ~ the replacement 
of dees 9 dee supports and grounding spiders with ,.newdesigno) 

Design is about completed and fabricat,ion underway for immediate 
installation of .the equipment- ab'out June 15th. 

3 0 Application of studies of magnetic shimming to reducing the dee and de
flector voltage requirements and to increasing the energyo 

New 72" pole tips are under fabrication and are' destined for installa
tionabout May 27th. 

4" Improvement of handling equipment for targets and ion source to reduce 
the exposure of personnel. 

New target holders are under design and are being tested. 

50 Application of' remote control to filament depth and other adjustmentso 

Filament remote control is completed and will be installed with 
other hew equipment. 

6. Development of hydraulic motor for remote control of adjustments inside 
tlie vacuum. 

Temporarily suspend~do Considerable testing is needed and the time 
is not'now availableo 

70 Other development So 

Complete rewiring of control circuits is underway designed to provide 
moreflexib111ty in the system. More spare circuits are being 
provided 0 

184-inch Cyclotron UNCLASSIFIED 

. 10 Installation of newD higher=power magnet generator. 

Generator and motor have been deliveredo Waiting now for building 
to house the motor generatoro 
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l84~inch Cyclotron (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

2. Developmen~ of improved beam monitoring equipment. 

Still under design and construction. 

3. Construction of protOn beam deflector. 

This deflector was installed last month. 

4. Design and construction of improved targets and target handling equip-
ment to meet continu~ng experimental requirements. . 

still under design and construction. 

5. Other developments. 

A new collimator for the deflected beam is in the shop. This should 
provide excellent collimation 9 because the hole can be aligned 
accurately in the direction of the beam. 

300 ~Mav Synchrotron UNCLASSIFIED 

1. Studies of influence of operating parameters on synchrotron output. 

Injector with slot on back has increased output from I R/hr to 
4 0 0 R/hr. 

2. operational studiesDrelated to bevatron'problems 9 such as stUdies of 
offect on beam current of (a) magnetic.fieldvariations p (b) vacuum 
chamber cross ,sectional area, (c) beam scattering; study of catching 
conditions for'pulling ions into synchronous orbit. 

None during this month. 

3. .Search for mesons using 300 Mev X-rays. 

A study of mesons produced in phptographic emulsions by the 300 Mev 
x-ray beam, is.,underway. A number of plates have been exposed and 
are being analyzed. 

4. The determination of absorption coefficients of various materials for 
.high. energy X-rays. ' 

No work done under this heading. 

5. $tudy of nuclear reactions produced by high energy electrons and x-rays. 

(n p7) reactions with 300 Mev x=rays are being investigated in a 
number'" 01' substances. 
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300.Mev.Synchrotron (Continued) UNOLASsIFIED 

6. Other developments. \ 

A number of minor changes are being made in the machine to replace 
temporary construction and to improve the performance. 

L:tnearAc.celerator and Van de Graaff UNOLASSIFIED 

1. General replacement of temporary construction and changes indlcat edby 
.operational experien~e. 

These instruments have been undergoing a general overhaul involving 
the replacement of temporary construction and a rearrangement to 
give more space. See section 5 of this r~port for detailS. 

20 Redesign and replac~ment of component parts. of.Van de Graaff generator as 
required in light of continuing operation. 

Preparations are being made to install a refrigerat.or in the Van de 
Graat'f accelerator. A buncher cavity will also be installed. 

'3. Development of ion. sources tor Van de ,G~aatt generator and bevatron. 

Nothing new during this month. 

4 •. Use 01' 32 Mev proton beam tor proton-proton scattering and other experi
ments exploring the fundamental properties 01' nucleons. 

None in the last month, since the machine has been out 01' operation •. 

Bevatron , UNOLASSIFIED 

1. Operational studies using low-power one-quarter scale operating mOdei. .'. . 

Successful' operation 01' the model was obtained on April 30 when 
protons were accelerated to greater than the deSign energy 01' 6 Mev. 
Tests to increase the beam and study the characteristics 01' the . 
machine are proceeding. 

2. Erection 01' crane and .magnet 0 Oonstruct and install magnet COils, 
vacuum systam p controls and accessory ·equipment ,. . 

Purchase order tor steel tabrication issued and plans tor magnet 
assembly work are being prepared • 

. 3. Developments 61' an injection systemo 

It has been decided to build an experimental 4 Mev linear accelerator 
to test as an injector in place 01' the cyclotron previously planned. 
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,Bevatron (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

. 4. other developments. 

Consideration is being given to the conversipn ot the, quarter-scale 
operating model to a 1 Bev aC,celerator. 

PHYSleS RESEARCH 

General UNCLASSIFIED 

10 Range measurements tor tast particleso 

No work during this month. 

,.Fundamental Properties ot Nucleonso UNCLASSIFIED 

"", 

L , 

'10 Neutron-proton scattering. 

3. 

, 4. 

Theoretical studies have shown that an exponential well gives a small~ 
;·er cross section.than a Xukawawell» and most otthe discrepancy' 
between observed and calculated total cross section is thus removed. 
Possible long range tails are being investigated. 

Several more experimental runs have been made and a curve ot the 
angular distribution has been obtained. 

Protron=proton' scattering. 

At the ·moment p it does not seem possib~e to tit these scattering re
sults with scattering by a potentiaL 'More accurate exp~r1mental 
results are being awaited. The experimental apparatus tor work at 
350 Mev is being debugged and prepared for use. Some preliminary 
work is being done to ,see it a cloud chamber experiment is pract ieal. 

Scattering ot protons and neutrons on deuterons. 

Calculations are in'progress. It is thought that it will be 
possible to deduce a n-n cross section from results on n-d scat
teringo Tlie cloud chamber group is designing an experiment on the 
scattering of neutrons by deuterons. 

~her scattering experiments 0 

The study ot charged particles emitted from nuclei under neutron 
bombardment continueso 

Lite time ot the neutrono 

The experimental equipment has been tested with neutrons produced 
by protons from the Van de Graatf inside the magnet gapo 
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Fundamental Properties of Nucleons. . (Continued) ,UNCLASSIFIED 

" 
6.. Production of mesons by 390 Mev alpha particles, 350 Mev protons, and 

300 Mev x-rays'. 

Energy and angle distributions arabeing calculated, as well as 
total cross sections. 

7. Other experiment~. 

No explanation has been found· for the large negative-positive ratio 
'. of synchrotron produced mesons~ . A positive-negative ratio of three 

is expected for proton produced ,mesons. Calculations of the Y-ray 
spectrum expected from neutral meson decay ~e in progress. 

An experiment is ,being 'done to' measure the'high energy protons in 
the p:L'esence of neutron by the 'use of boron disks in conjunction 
with carbon. disks. Boron .gives Gllby the .. reaction,Bl,.l(psnicll while 
Cl~.gives Cll.by, the. reactions cl:?(n,2n)C!~andc+2(p,pn}cl • 

Nuclear Reactions UNCLASSIFIED. 

'10 Types of reactions produced by pa,rtfcles and x~rays at various energies. 

Work is,being continued on, (?:',n) and ("Y,p}.process. An attempt is 
also,being.made to ,study ('Y,p) processes by observing protons with 
two scintillation counters in coincidence. 

2.' Energy dependence of reactio~. 

An experiment is being devised to measure the dependence of (-i,n) 
cross section on the ':maximum -t'-ray energy in the 100-300 Mev range. 

3. Study of radioactive isotopes formed and their decay properties. 

4. 

The ~ ""rays. from Re18?, Re183
9 Re184 , studied by, Hicks and 'Wilkinson 

are being. invest.1gated. All isotopes seem to emit complicated 
conVersion electron spectra due to 7'~rays of energy less than 350 Kev. 

Total cross sections for neutrons and charged particles for various 
elements. 

A program of measuring total cross sections. tor 40 Mev neutrons is 
nearly. C.ompleteo A study of the differential scattering cross 
section is in the process of beingwritteno 

50 . Study of. the characteristics of fission and fission product Yields pro
duced by high energy particleso 

The' program of measuring fission eXCitation functions 1s continuing. 
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Nuclear Reactions (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

"60 other experiments. /: 

A study of the verY, high energy ')" -radi.ati on from the cyclotron 
target 'is being actively pursued 0 Experiments have been started 
on the production of LiS from h1gh energy bombardments of various 
targets. 

Instrumentation 'UNC LASSIF lEU 

.. ' .... 

" 
'10 Instrumentatiqn in 'a~pportof cloud chamber development. 

The oloud ohamber timing oircuits are being revised to operate 
on direct ~u.rrent. It' is expeoted that this will make them more ., ":. . 

reliab'leo 

20 Development of Jonization chambers and Lindeman or vibrating reed 
electrometer for specific purposes, such as hydrogen 3 analysis for use 
in medical phySics. 

Hydrogen 3 ionization chamber ,method has been developed and set 
,1ntooperation. ' 

3. Continuing development of solid counters, and studies of suitable mater,i
ala ,-incl;uding'naphthalene 9 ant racene 9 etc. 

Efforts at applying anthracene counters to medical physics problems 
are being concluded. , 

General development of electronic counting equipment. 

Circuits for gating the ampl1fiers"and gating the H.V. for special 
counting 'problems are underdevelopment. 

50 Development of gas=filled counters in various forms to meet specific 
research requirements, such aSn=p scattering, neutral meson detection, 
etc. 

Various types of proportional counters are being built trom time 
to time o 

, 6 0 ' Development of radiation survey instruments. 

Neutron survey instruments ,in form ofU and Th fission chambers are 
under construction. 

7. Applications of Nlerspectr~eter and development of low~mass spectrometer. 

'Nier spectrometer functioning regularly. Being applied to study of 
chemical effects of radiation. ' ' 
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Instrumentat.ion (Oontinued) UNCLASSIFIED 

8. Instrumentation in support of chemistry program, including special 
mass~spectrograph for assigning mass numbers, x-ray spectrograph, beta
ray spectrograph, spontaneous fission counters and special counters for 
measurements in accelerator beams~ 

Various phases of the. instrument development in support of the 
chemistry and health chemistry programs are being actively pursued. 

Ele'Ctromagnetic -Isotope Separation. .. SECRET 

·1. Design and construction of experimental units. 

Inactive 

2. Development of rf sourc~ units. 
:~ 

Inactive 

3. Investigation into neutralization of space charge, including rf photo
electric and the~ionic emission methods. 

Inactive 

Nuclear Chemistry CONFIDENTIAL 

1. Preparation and properties of all neutroncdeficierttisotopes that can be 
reached with the 60-inch and 184-inch cyclotrons. 

Work is in progress on isotopes of a large number of elements. 

2. Determination of cross sections for the many spallation reactions at 
high ena rgies. ' 

An apparatus for measuring excitation curves with the stacked foil 
technique is being used to study tran~mutations of thorium. 

3. Characteristics of bismuth, lead, and other element fission. Theory 
for the processo 

No progress. 

4. Extension of fissionability measurements below tantalum into the rare 
earth elements. 

I. 

No progress. 

50 Characterization of fission of uranium and thorium induced by high 
energy particleS. 

Experiments are in progress to measure the ranges o.f fission fragments 
from high energy fiSSion. 
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Nuclear Chemistry (Continued) CONFIDENTIAL 

, '6" 'Identification of' the interesting new bismuth alpha-emitters. 

7. 

Work continues on identifying the bismuth alpha emitters with their 
electron capture lead'and thallium daughterso The study of thallium 
isotopes is being extended to try to find the ~aughters of the 
bismuth alpha decay. 

Attempt preparation of elements 97 and 98. 

No progress. 

8. Preparation of larger amounts of americium 241 and curium 242 for chemical 
and nuclear studies. 

No progress. 

9. Preparat~on of those isotopes of americium and curium (also neptunium and 
plutonium) Which have not yet been prepared, and the determination of 
their properties 9 including spontaneous f'ission rate and, slow neutron 
fissionabi11 ty 0' 

Work continues on cyclotron preparation of neutrpn def~cient isotopes. 

10. Determination of' amounts and properties of transplutonium isotopes 
produced by the intense neutron irradiation"of plutonium and americium. 

110 

No progresso 

Chemical identification of the products from.nuclear reactions with 350 
Mev Protons. 

Protons are being utilized in practically all the isotope researches, 
especially in bombardment of copper, tin, lead,bisinuth, platinum, 
gold, thoriumg and urani~. ,., 

12 •. Study of meson reactions by chemical meanso 
" , 

N? progress. 

13. Development of chemical analysis techniques utilizing radioact.ive tracers. 

No progress. 

14. Other experiments. 

Some experiments have been started on the chemical effects of 
cyclotron irradiation of ethyl alcohoL 
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Chemistry of Heavy Elements , CONFIDENTIAL 

1., Microchemical studies of curium in pure form to determine its chemical 
properties. 

N,o progress. 

20 Further studies of americium including its oxidation states and other 
basic chemical and metallurgical properties. 

( 

Experiments have been done on a colored hydroxide precipitated under 
oxidizing conditions, but with no conclusive result 0 

30 Chemistry of protoactinium and neptunium and other elements about which 
li t.tle is knowD.~Studies of 'their metallurgy. . 

No progress. 

4.0 Chemical properties of the rare earth elements for comparison with the 
actinide elements. 

Work continues on the magnetic properties of the fluorides which 
are suspected to be divalent. 

50' Methods of separating 'americium, curium, and higher elements from each 
other and from the rare earths. 

No prbgr,esso 

6. X-ray diffraction determination of crystal structure ot compounds of 
neptunium, americium, and curium. 

No prbgresso 

70 Thermochemical studies of compounds and metals ot heavy elementso 

No progresso 

8. Investigation of the chemistry ot astatine (element 85) on a tracer scale. 
Formation and study ot new isotopes of astatine. 

Progress has been made on identityingAt208 and At 209 • 

. 9. Other experiments. 

The crystal fJtructure .ot Mo~i has been determined tromx-ray powder ' 
diffraction patterns. .' 

. .. ~ 

The uranium oxide system is under invest igatl<:>n by the technique' 
previously used with praseodymium and ameriCium. 
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Higb:--Temparature -and. Pile Chemistry SECRET 

-1 0 Metals and high'temperature thermodynamics". 

Work is in -progress on refractory studies" the thermodynamics of 
.CN and N2, the absorption coefficients ofCN and C2, the thermodynamics 
of molybdenum halides and oxides p the thermOdynamics of gaseous 
aluminum oxides» low melting systems» -the structure of solids and 
solid-gas surface interactions, and on the design of decontamination 
processes-for high temperature power pileso 

'20 _ .Basic chemistry 0 Solvent extractiono 

Investigations are continuing on the exchange of iodine atoms between 
iodate ion and iodine p and on the chelate complex of lanthanum with 
TTAo 

'3.. Engineering development of plutpnium separationo 
I 

_The solvent extraction using chelate process is under investigation" 
'The dropping Jig electrode is being used to investigate the phosphate 
camplexing of U~II as ground work for a method of determining the 
oxidation state ofuraniumo The construction of a photomultiplier 
is nearing completiono Itisto be used in the fluorimetric determina
tlonof micro amounts of uraniumo 

• 
Plant and Equipment_ UNCLASSIFIED 

Completion of bevatron building; continuation of bevatron const~ctiono 

Grading of the bevatron site is proceeding somewhat more rapidly 
now p but is still contingent on plaCing of 48 inch and 12 inch 
drainage lines o The preliminary survey of the site soil and water 
conditions has been completed and a report prepared which recommends 
additional drainage lineso Plans and specifications for the bevatron 
bUilding will be-completed in time to advertise for bids early in 
June 0 The 1/4-scale model bevatron ha~ been completed and sucoess
fully operated during the pastfortnighto The order for the fabrica
tion bf the filll-scale'magnet steel has been leto 

'2.0 Central Research Laboratory Buildingo 

Pouring of concrete is' substantially complete with only the structures, 
over the stairways» the'elevator penthouse/ the conference room 
flobr and roof yet to be doneo Waterproofing and plastering are _ 
well along on the ground flooro The utility room equipment is being 
installed 0 Fabrication of laboratory furniture is keeping in pace 
with the 'buildingo ' 

-, . 3 0 Construct ion of Animal House and Cafeteriao 

Design work on the cafeteria is proceedingo The animal house is 
.being delayed pending finishing of design of the cafeteria o 
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Plant and.Equipment (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

Construction' ,of shops - plumbing g e_lectrical g sheetmetal and salvage. 

Bids are being received for the construction of the first buildingp 
to house electricians p plumbers and maintenance machinists o The 
second shop building will not be started until next fiscal year. 

. - . 

Miscellaneous Constructiono 

Warehouse 0 Work has been resumed on the grading of the warehouse 
site and will be completed and ready for the footing and foundation 
work in about two weekso 

Paint Shopo This project is 'essentially completeo 

Alteratio~s to. Laboratory .. Buildingso Work 1s in pr9greSs in Old 
Radiation Laboratory and Donner'Laboratoryo 

Power Distributiono The first shipment of the order for 47 p OOO 
feet of cable has been shipped. from the East but has not been re
ceivedo The potheads s bus supports for overhead stationp dis-
connects and cable grips are' completeo , . . 

/ . 

Fire Protectiono Work has been progressing on this project and 
the electrical portion is nearing completion; most. of the pipe for 
the water mains has been delivered and the balance will be delivered 
in Juneo Approximately 200 feet of the pipe has been installedo 

Parking Lot 0 Contractor is deferring '. further work on the surfac ing 
until the ~onnecting road is completeo 

Conllecting Roado Rough grading has been completed and crusher run 
placedo 

University of California Hospital Radiolog1cal Laboratoryo Design 
work by thearchitects p Blanchard and Maherp is being delayed 
pending negotiation of occupancy agreement for preferred site by 
the University and the Atomic.Energy Commissiono 

MEDICAL RESEARCH 

Biological and Medical Studies at Crocker-Laboratory UNCLASSIFIED 

L Evaluation of the metabolic 'prOp_erties of fissionable elements s' fission 
products p and other materials of project interesto 

Preliminary tracer studies on carrier-free selenium have been initiated. 
The studiespn carrier=free praseodymium have been completed as well 
as the correlated studies involving complexingagents p praseodymium 
carrier and neodynium carriero 
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Biological and Medical.Studies at CroCker. Laboratory (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

'2. Decontamination studies. 

An experiment has been set up in which massive "decontaminant" doses 
.' ,(40 mg. Zr) of zirconium ~itrate tagged with freshly separated Zr95 

were administered to rats by intraperitoneal injection sinm1taneous1y 
withcarrier.".freey90. Administration of pure growth hormone to 
phosphorus deficient rats was found to increase the severity 01' rickets 
in bone metabolism studies& and considerably reduce the uptake of 

..... - " Sr in bones. 

3. Radioautographic studies. 

Studies with praseodymium in bone,.and plutonium in scar tissue are 
not yetcomp1e~ed. Further experiments on the uptake of Sr in the 
costochondral junction of rachitic and control rats are in the process' 
of being set up. ' 

4. Radiochemistry. 

200 microcuries.of carr~er;"free Se75 have been separated from a 
deuteron bombarded arseni,c target.. Separation methods have been 
developed .for carrier,..free TalB2 from alpha bombarded hafnium, 
carrier-free zn65 froin a copper target, and carrier tree Mn:54 and 
Cp56 trom a deuteron bombarded alpha target. Additional data has 
been obtained on _ the distribution 01' At21+ in the rat. Solut ions 
otCb95 have been prepared for injectIon. 

Medica1·Research at Donner Laboratory UNCLASSIFIED 

Selective tissue irradiation involving radioactive colloids 01' phos;phorus, 
yttrium& zirconium, lanthanum and uranium. 

Selective irradiation of liver and spleen,dicontinuing. .Current 
work is partly stressing methods otinfiltering lymphatic system 
with radioactive colloids and a'study of m~chanism of phagocytOSiS. 

Biological etfects 01' tission. 

No work currently active. 
. . . 

3. Biological effects of high energy neutrons. , 

Continuing using lB4-1nch cyclotron. 

4. Use of large animals in long range studies of item (3) with particular 
interest centered in carcinogenic and longevity aspects. 

Contingent upon cOmpletion of animal house. 
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MedicaLResearch.at. Donner . Laboratory (ConUnued) UNCLASSIFIED 

5. Biological'effects of high eneirgy particles (other than neutrons - see 
item (3) above) • 

. Prot on beams are being studied with l84-inch cyclotron. 

60 Biological effects of radiation on nucleoprotein metabolism and protein 
metabolism. 

Nuclear protein metabolism has currently been shown to be disturbed 
by as little as 33 roentgen of selective liver irradiation as .indicated 
by depression of desoxyribose nucleic acid turnover. 

7. Effects of radiation on the reticuloendothelial system and related effects 
with regard to immunity mechanisms. 

The reticuloendothelial system is 'being studied'as in item 1. with 
respect to'mechanism of~phagocytosis. The main study of tmmunity has 
been transferred,. to Dr. Victor .Bond~ Hunter's .Point Laboratory, U. s. 
Naval Yard, San Francisco. (Dr. Bond was formerly associated with 
Donner Laboratory). 

'8. Microchemical assay of tissue components by ~nduced radioactivity. 

Microchemical assay of tissue components is being continued particu
larlywithreference to inorganiC constituents of the nucleus and 
cytop'lasm. 

9. Stl,1.dy of the mechanism of radiation injury and possible .prophylEl:ctic and 
therapeutic management of such injury. 

studies of disturbances of lack of protein metabolism by whole 
body irradiation and partial body irradiation.are con~inued. (See 
also it em 6.) , 

10. Study of metabolism measured by the utilization of Simple organiC COlilpounds 
labeiled with radioactive carbon. 

~tabolism of simple organic compounds are continuing. Currently 
being studied are valerate, alanine and one labelled glucose. 

11. .Study of genetiC effects of radiation. 

Genetic effects of ~rradiation,are continuing with regard ~o 
chromosomal breakage and. induced mutation. This is a part of the 
study of the biological effects of high energy particles generated 
by the l84-inch cyclotron. 

12. Radiation effects on micro-,orga!lisms and studies on the nature of radio
sensitivity and radioresistance. 

Study cont inuing. 
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~dic.al Research at Donner Laboratory (Conti,nued) UNCLASSIFIED 

130 Effects of specific irradiation of liverg spleen, bone marrow, and 
lymphatic tissue on the circulatiD.g plasma proteins. 

'" Characteristics of plasma proteins are continuing usiD.g the ultra
centrifuge and electrophoresis apparatus; The control studies are 
suffiCiently complete so that the problem of irradiation of liver, 
spleen and bone marrow can be interpreted as far as effects on 
albumin and lipoprotein fractions are concernedo 

14. Metabolic studies on normal and leukemic cellso 

Metabolic studies on normal and leukemic cells are in progress us:i,ng 
radioactive acetateo 

15. Physical chemistry. Physical and chemical methods in dealing with large 
molecules in biological systemso 

The light scattering apparatus and the viscometer are st,ill in the 
progress of construction. The recording infra-red spectra-photometer 
has just been installed and is being used in conjunction.with studies 
of tissue metabol~.sm to identify compounds invo~ved in metabolic 
steps. 

Cancer and .,Medical. Research .at.U ... C<i Hospit.al(48-C) UNCLASSIFIED 

'1. Effects of external irradiation of the whole body. 

Two biood counts done on patients treated before or during 19460 

20 Hematological effec~s of irradiating the . body from.within.p32 and 1131 
work 0 

3" 

Five blood counts done on patients treated.withp32 prior to May 
. 24~1948. Nineteen blood counts done on patients treated with 1131; 
of these 19 9 , two are new patients. 

Studies of the metabolism of 1131 together with tests of its usefulness 
as a 'diagnostic and therape-utic agent. 

Twenty~five doses of 1131 giveng· 17 "for percent uptake studies, 7 for 
therapeutic purposes, and 1 tor autographs following surgery. Paper 
prepared summariz!D.g work and results on all G:raves disease cases to 
date. 

40 Study of skin reaction to rad.iationfrom x=raysg gamma-rays, beta-particles, 
alpha=particlesD -and neutrons. 

No work being done under this title. 
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Cancer and. Medical Research, atUo Co HospitaL (48 .. C ) (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

. '50 Inve.st1gations . in (4) extended to plants and animals .. 

'~ No work being done und.er this title .. 

'6.. Investigations into the cause and cure of radiation sickness .. 

No work being done under this title. 

7.. other experimentso 

One, patient with carcinoma of the throat given thyrotrophin to 
force neoplasti~ tissue to .activityo As yet, no results • . . 

OrganiC and Biological Chemistry. UNCLASSIFIED 

10 Use of carbon 14 in study of. organic reaction mechanisms and physical
chemical phenomena, such as the ~chanisms of molecular rearrangements, 
cracking"of hydrocarbons, etc. . 

" / 

The free radical mechanism of acetyl peroxide decomposition, the 
Tiffeneau ring expansion, and the isotope effect in decarboxylation 
reactions have been studied; 

2. Production for shipment of various carbon 14 labelled compounds, such 
as methyl-labelled sodium acetate, methylene and carboxyl-labelled glycine, 
carbonyl-labelled sodium pyruvate and glucose .. 

Work is in progress on a hot preparation of codeine-C14• 

3 0 Production for experimental use of compounds and as .phenylalanine (either 
beta or rlng,labelled), complicated amino"acids,drugs, hormones, car
cinogens, etc. ' 

. The synthetic preparation of the follOWin~ compounds is in progress: 
"alan,ine~3 ... c119=le~c"ine~~-g~\"v~li"ne-Y=cl,. leucine"a-cl \ valine-a
C14 

D isobutyric bromide-l-CJ:9: 9 J.sopropyI bromide-l-.;c149~oxalacetic-
acid,fumaric acid, malic acid. succinic acid. pyruvic aCid, Demerol. 

, . glucose ... l .... C14 and mannose-,l-Cl 9: 0 .. 

4.. studies of the mode of action and distribution of the compounds in (3) 
above in animal and plant metabolism .. 

The in vivo exchange of barium carbonate and carbon dioxide is being 
studied--rn-mice by intravenous injection and inb.alation. Rate 
stUdies on stilbamidine metabolism' is continuing as also is the' 
rate of oxidation to C1402 of simple organic.compoundso TheWarburg 
experiments on liver slices of propionate-l-C14 are also continuing. 
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Organic and. Bi.olog1calChemistry (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

Isolation of the intermediates of photosynthesis and study of the 
mechanism of this process. 

Health Physics 

The process of photosynthesis in barley leaves has continued and the 
studies on the phosphorylated compounds or intermediates has been 
further expanded. 

UNCLASSIFIED 

10 Dosimetry in high energy neutron beams; evaluation of energy absorption 
coefficients for hydrogen g carbon and oxygen; application to tissue o 

No progress to reporto 

2. Study of ranges and relative numbers of ionizing secondaries from materials 
irradiated with high energy neutrons. 

Work is continuing. 

3. Controlled exposure of animals in neutron'beam. 

PJ;ogram in progress under Medical Physics. 

40 Extension of health protection program, involving use of film badges and' 
pocket chambers by all personnel. 

Nothing new to report. 

other developments and studies. 

Study of the equilibrium radiation. in the cone~ete shielding is 
being actively pursued. 

Health Chemistry UNCLASSIFIED 

"1. Shielding - ma~erials9 stopping power, geometry. 

Continued study of the appropriate material and design to be used 
in containers wiihmaximnm efficiency in shielding, espeCially for 
economy of shipping weight. . 

2. Problems in optics for caves and dry boxes, involving mirrors, lenses 
and liquids. 

Present techniques being put to further practical useo 

3. Plutonium slug design' for use' in piles. 

, No further work being done on this at present 0 
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Health Chemistry (Continued) UNCLASSIFIED 

'4~ Instruments inoludingG. M. tubes, tongs, and particle detectiilg rings. 

,~ No developments at pr~sent. ' 

, " 

5. Decontamination of the air expelled from an area such as the "hot cave". 

Design development and tests of filters being continued. 

6 0 Surface decontamination for working areas; studies of decont~ination 
technique for large equipment, and development of speCial equipment tor 
this purpose. 

Decontamination awaiting construction. 

78 Design of special target holders for active material. 

No further developments during this month. 

8. Continuing improvement in dry-box designg construction and associated 
mechanical equipment tor remotely handling and performing specialized 
manipulations with active materials. 

9. 

10. 

Work on the above activities constitutes a major portion of the 
time spent by the Research andpevelopmentgroupj any further state
ment on the progress therein is beyond the, scope of these comments. 

Receival, storage, monitoring and waste disposal of all radioactive 
material in Laboratory, and health monitoring for exposure to such 
activity. 

Continuous attacks on these problems being made, details of which 
would require too lengthy a description to be suitable for this 
report. 

other developments and studies. 

Equipment for processing special sample trom pile being developed. 
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APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF EFFORT 

i PROGRAM, SUBDIVISION lVlAN-~ONTBS EFFORT COMMENTS 

184-inch Cyclotron 

60-inch Cyclotron" 

Synchrotron 

Linear Accelerator 

Bevatron 

Operation 

Rof., Syst~m 
General 
Injection 
Miscellaneous 
Magnet Tests and Operation 
Vacuum Chamber 

Linear Accelerator - General 
Van de Graa:f'f - General 
Development 

Injector 
Magnet 
1/4 Scale Model Construction 
Miscellaneous 
1/4 Scale Model Operation 

,Experimental Physics Cloud Chamber' 
Film Program 
Ionization Chamber'and Crystal Counter 
Neutron ... proton Scattering 
Proton-proton Scattering , 
Neutron Diffraction 
Meson Range and Decay Measurement 
Absolute Cross Section Measurements 
'Neutron ,Half Life 
General Physics Research' 
MagnetIc Measuring Equipment 
InstrUments for'General Use 
Meson Experiments with Synchrotron '" 
ScintIllation Counters - Research EXperiments 

Theoretical Physics Bevatron 
,Cyolotron 
General PhysIcs Research 

" r 

10.4 

.4 
208 

, 200 
1.0 
4.9 

02 

301 
105 
106 
5 0 5 

501 
8 0 9 
107 
205 
1 .. 0 

02 
108 
302 

07 
6.3 

03 
106 
1.0 
101 

104 
.,2 

12.2 , 

Non-Project 



.' 

.~ PROGRAM ' 

Isotope Separation .. 

Chemistry» Part A 

Chemistry, Part B 

Chemistry, PartC 

Medical Physics 
Part Ap. Div. I 

Medical Physics 
Part B, Divo II 

Health Physics and. 
ChelJlistry 
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SUBDIVISION 

Nier Spectrometer 
Low Mass.Spectrograph 

.MAN-MONTHS EFFCRT COMMENTS 

102 

Chemistry of Trahsuranic Elements 
Nuclear Prope.rties of Transuranium Elements, 
Transmutations with the 184 ... inch Cyclotron 
Transmutations withthe60~inch Cyclotron 
Analytical- and Service ' 

Synthetic and Experimentai Chemistry 
Biological Chemistry 
Photbsynthetic Chemistry , 

.2 

5.8 
40.0' 
7.3 

5.8 
5.3 
5.8 

Metals and Hi.gh Temperature -ThermodynamiCS 3.'0 
Basic Chemistry, including Metal Chelates 1.0 
Engineering Development of Plutonium Separation 2.0 
Ore Reduction 3.5 
General 4.5 

Metabolism of Fission Products 
Decontamination Studies 
Radiochemistry 
Radioautography 

Uranium Research 
Tumor Metabolism , 
Special X .... ray Studies, Radioactive 

Measurements; etc. 
Radioactive Carbon Studies 
Fundamental Medical Research 
Hematology 
Medical Work with 'the l84~inch Cyolotron 
-Fly Genetics 
S.o.-inch Cyclotron Bombardments 
Physical Chemistry 
Specific Irradiation 

Monitoring and Disposal
Salvage, Decontamination t etc. 
Research and Development 
.Film Badge program 

11.0 
7.0 
3.0 
2.0 

.1.7 

3.9 
1.0 
2.7 

.4 
2.6 
2.0 -

.-4 
3.4 
3.5 

5.9 

14.4 
502 

- Consuitant 
1.7 Man-Months 

3.2 
, .1 
3.7 
1.4 
1.3 

.6 

.2 
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